
 
 

 

 

It has been a few months since the new BETA management 
team took office: Herrade Igersheim, director; Marielle 
Brunete, deputy director for INRAE and AgroParisTech; 
Véronique Schaeffer, deputy director for the University of 
Strasbourg; and Yamina Tadjeddine, deputy director for the 
University of Lorraine. All four of us are atached to the 
research collec�ve that is BETA, which throughout its more 
than 50 years of existence has been able to renew itself, 
develop, and diversify, while remaining scien�fically dynamic 
and humanly rich. We approach our mission with 
enthusiasm. 
The recent evalua�on conducted by HCERES highlights as an 
important asset the strong involvement of BETA members, 
researchers, and 
administrators. It also 
highlights the scien�fic 
excellence of the 
laboratory, which is 
reflected in the quality of 
publica�ons, but also in 
the research chairs 
created, the diversity of 
collec�ve research 
projects carried out, and 
the organiza�on of major 
scien�fic events. The 
scien�fic influence of BETA 
makes it an atrac�ve laboratory, whose staff is growing, 
thanks to quality recruitment. The significant events in the 
life of BETA presented in this newsleter tes�fy to the 
dynamism of its members and the variety of ac�vi�es carried 
out over the months. 

However, scien�fic excellence and the atrac�veness of a 
laboratory are never established a priori. They are the result 
of individual involvement, rich and s�mula�ng interac�ons, 
in a conducive scien�fic environment, which previous 
management teams have been able to safeguard over �me.  

We are commited to working within this heritage, to meet 
the challenges iden�fied by HCERES, to seize the 
opportuni�es constantly renewed by the evolu�on of 
ins�tu�onal mechanisms for suppor�ng research, to 
contribute to crea�ng a fulfilling working climate for our 
administra�ve teams and our researchers, and to strengthen 
the support of doctoral students throughout their career. 
BETA is thus involved in various PEPR (Priority Research 
Programs and Equipment),and is also associated with the 
crea�on of two Junior Professorships (CPJ) in 2023. 
The new five-year plan voted by the laboratory’s governance 
bodies will also open up new opportuni�es. The laboratory, 
currently structured in 5 axes, will consist, from January 

2024, of 6 research groups, 
corresponding to the 5 exis�ng 
axes, to which will be added the 
Environment, Forest, Energy (EFE) 
group. BETA will also deploy its 
experimental pla�orm to offer 
new services.  

Beyond that, BETA con�nues its 
societal commitment. The 
Communication mission focuses 
on the dissemina�on of scien�fic 
knowledge via the BETA website, 
the newsleter and social 

networks, and populariza�on. The Sustainable Development 
mission aims to implement mechanisms to reduce the 
carbon emissions related to our ac�vi�es. The Data of 
Science mission supports researchers in data management 
and raises their awareness of the openness of empirical 
knowledge produced by scien�fic ac�vity.  

With the commitment of each and every one of us, this is a 
great program for the years to come!  
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Maria do Rosario Grossinho 
Full professor 
Chair of the Department of Mathematics 
Coordinator of the Master in Financial Mathematics 
Researcher at CEMAPRE-ISEG, University of Lisbon 

I am very happy to accept the invitation to publish in this 
Newsletter, following my participation, as a visiting 
professor, in the BETA Day held in Strasbourg on 30 March, 
which deeply honoured me. 
After obtaining my degree and PhD in Mathematics from the 
Faculty of Sciences of the University of Lisbon, I moved in 
1998 to the Lisbon School of Economics and Management 
(ISEG) of the same university, where I became a full 
professor in the Department of Mathematics in 2012. This 
change led me to evolve my research and teaching activities 
from pure mathematics to applied mathematics, with a 
focus on mathematical finance. I created the Master 
“Mathematical Finance”, which I have directed since 2007. 
This master’s degree is at the origin of my collaboration with 
BETA, which dates back to 2011, when I met Francis Bismans 
at ISEG. We thought about creating a double degree 
agreement between the master’s degrees for which we were 
responsible. We have concluded a tripartite agreement 
between the Master “Mathematical Finance” of ISEG, the 
Master “Financial Market Engineering”, directed by Francis 
Bismans in Nancy, and the Master “Financial Engineering” of 
the Poznań University of Economics directed by Krzysztof 
Malaga at UEP in Poland. This agreement allows each 
student who has successfully completed 3 semesters of their 
original master’s degree and 1 semester of one of the other 
two master’s degrees to obtain a double degree. It was 
signed in 2016 by the respective deans of our universities. 
This agreement is regularly updated and has already led to 
the participation of professors Olivier Damette and Sophie 
Béreau in its coordination. This double degree and the 

corresponding cooperation continues today with the same 
enthusiasm and commitment as we had originally. My 
relationship with BETA and the University of Lorraine in 
Nancy includes activity as a visiting researcher and an annual 
academic collaboration as a visiting professor for the course 
“Numerical Methods in Finance” of the Master “Engineering 
of Financial Markets”. 
The academic work of Francis Bismans played a decisive role 
in the establishment and maintenance of this agreement 
initiated twelve years ago, and I cannot fail to mention the 
scientific collaboration and lively conversations on the 
historical and philosophical aspects of economics that have 
taken place over time. They were at the origin of the 
publication in January 2022 of our collaborative book 
Mathematics and Economics. A historical approach 
(Classiques Garnier, Bibliothèque de l’Économiste). Our 
scientific collaboration does not stop there and new projects 
are underway. 
I was pleased to see the excellent organization of the BETA 
Day on March 30th. I was able to observe the dynamics and 
scientific vitality of the laboratory, through the interesting 
contributions and projects that were mentioned. I express 
my deep gratitude to Francis Bismans, today Professor 
Emeritus, colleague, co-author, and above all friend, for his 
academic dynamism, the cornerstone of all shared activity, 
to which was added the human dimension of friendship 
between our families. A big thank you to BETA and the 
University of Lorraine for the invitation and for all the 
activities I was able to carry out there. My sincerest wishes 
for your success and development. 

Jérôme Hergueux 

Laureate of the Guy Ourisson Prize 2022, intended for researchers aged 40 or over carrying out 
particularly promising research in Alsace; awarded by the Cercle Gutenberg, on November 28, 
2022. 

Jaele Bechis 
Laureate of the Elinor Oström Thesis Prize awarded by the SJPEG doctoral school in January, 
2023, for her thesis “The Scientific Publishing Market in the Digital Age: An Economic 
Analysis of Open Access” under the supervision of Sophie Harnay. 

Esther Devilliers 

Laureate of the 1st Young Researcher Prize, awarded during the 16th INRAE–SFER–CIRAD 
Social Science Research Days on December 15 and 16, 2022 in Clermont-Ferrand, for her work 
entitled: “Taking into Account Latent Technical Itineraries in Production Models: An 
Approach by Hidden Markov Model with Random Parameters” 

Prizes and Awards 

Our Guest’s Message 

https://www.iseg.ulisboa.pt/faculty/maria-do-rosario-grossinho/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/328/hergueux_jerome/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/264/bechis_jaele/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/566/devilliers_esther/
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Jean-Daniel Boyer 
“Police of individual interests against police of good order: Herbert’s Essay on the general police of grain as an attack 
on Delamare’s Treatise on the police” 
European Journal of the History of Economic Thought,  
Vol. 29, Issue 3, p 523-547, published on line February 22, 2022 - DOI 
Abstract. Claude-Jacques Herbert’s Essay on the general police of grain (Essai sur la police générale des grains) has 

particular features that could have enabled it to make a crucial contribution to the gradual conversion of 
French public opinion to free trade at the end of 1753. First, the essay is an explicit criticism of Delamare’s 
Treatise on the police (Traité de la police) and of the French regulations of the grain trade. Against them, 
Herbert promotes new principles grounded on a specific conception of free trade and on the central role 
played by prices in economics. Reviewing these elements, we may suppose that the success of Herbert’s 
Essay can also be explained by the conceptions it proposes. These could indeed have been approved both 
by the proponents of internal and moderate free trade and those of total freedom. 

Julien Jacob, Eve-Angéline Lambert, Mathieu Lefebvre, Sarah Van Driessche 
“Information disclosure under liability: An experiment on public bads” 
Social Choice and Welfare, 
Published on line December 27, 2022 - DOI 
Abstract. We experimentally investigate the impact of information disclosure on managing common harms that are 
caused jointly by a group of liable agents. Subjects interact in a public bad setting and must choose ex ante how much 
to contribute in order to reduce the probability of causing a common damage. If a damage occurs, subjects 
bear a part of the loss according to the liability-sharing rule in force. We consider two existing rules: a per 
capita rule and a proportional rule. Our aim is to analyze the relative impact of information disclosure under 
each rule. We show that information disclosure increases contributions only under a per capita rule. This 
result challenges the classical results regarding the positive effects of information disclosure, since we show 
that this impact may depend upon the legal context. We also show that while a proportional rule leads to 
higher contributions than a per capita one, the positive effect of disclosure on a per capita rule makes it as 
efficient as a proportional rule without information disclosure. 

Simon Hupfel, Antoine Missemer  
“Decommodifying wealth: Lauderdale and ecological economics beyond the Lauderdale paradox” 
Ecological Economics 
Vol. 207, art. 107780, May 2023 - DOI 
Abstract.The term “Lauderdale paradox” has been used by ecological economists since the late 1980s. It refers to the 
idea, developed by the Earl of Lauderdale in 1804, according to which private riches – the sum-total of the exchangeable 
value of goods – and public wealth – the sum-total of the use value of goods – vary in opposite directions. The Lauderdale 
paradox has been used in ecological economics in relation to the valuation of ecosystem services, and also in connection 
to some branches of political ecology, especially eco-Marxism. Based on a careful reading of Lauderdale’s work, taking 

into account his political context, this article shows that some of the recent interpretations of the 
Lauderdale paradox, especially regarding wealth indicators, deserve to be qualified in the light of the 
original meaning of Lauderdale’s words. Other aspects of Lauderdale’s reflections that could be sources of 
inspiration for today’s research programs in ecological economics are also emphasized: the extension of 
environmental accounting to human capital, the study of commodification and decommodification 
processes in a comprehensive anthropological perspective, and the specification of the characteristics of a 
steady-state economy. 

Barthélemy Chollet, Karine Revet 
“Digging deep or scratching the surface? Contingent innovation outcomes of seeking advice from geographically 
distant ties” 
Technological Forecasting and Social Change 
Vol. 189, art. 122367, April 2023 - DOI 
Abstract. Advice-seeking is an essential, daily R&D task. Therefore, the configuration of advice ties around a focal R&D 
worker likely determines their individual performance. Among the network dimensions considered in prior research, 
the geographical distance between advice providers and a focal advice seeker has rarely been investigated, despite 
widespread recognition that geography strongly affects knowledge circulation. To capture the effects of geographical 
distance on advice-seeking success, the current study takes a mixed-methods approach and investigates R&D engineers 
in a French cluster related to the semi-conductor industry. By analyzing the lived experience of 17 R&D workers, as 
recounted in in-depth interviews, we draw a conceptual distinction between surface and deep advice-
seeking (study 1). These types differ in terms of their temporality, form of reciprocity, and expected 
contribution. Consistent with this dual conceptualization and previous literature on the geography of 
knowledge, we predict that distant ties in the context of deep advice-seeking are beneficial to the 
innovation performance of R&D workers, but detrimental in the context of surface advice-seeking. A test 
of these hypotheses, involving 113 R&D workers, provides support for the proposed model (study 2). All 
in all, the paper sheds new light on geography and location as essential factors of innovation. 

Under the Spotlight 

https://doi.org/10.1080/09672567.2022.2037682
https://doi.org/10.1007/s00355-022-01444-0
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolecon.2023.107780
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.techfore.2023.122367
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Interview with Agathe SIMON, BETA doctorate, 2022
Hello, could you introduce yourself? 

My name is Agathe Simon. I 
obtained my PhD in December 
2022 under the supervision of 
Amélie Barbier-Gauchard and 
Mathieu Lefèbvre. I am currently 
a Research Teaching Associate 
(ATER) at the FSEG in Strasbourg 
and I will start a Postdoctoral 
contract at the Economic and 
Social Research Institute (ESRI) in 
Dublin very soon. 

When did you think about doing a doctorate and why? 
When I was in the 3rd year of my Bachelor’s degree, this 
idea began to mature. After having already done my first 
two years of the Bachelor’s degree at the FSEG, I joined 
the Magisterium in Economic Engineering and we had 
many presentations from BETA researchers who 
presented their subjects to us and introduced us to 
research, which I really liked. I knew I wanted to study 
social policies in Europe and I deepened this subject 
during my Master’s degree. 

What was the objective of your doctoral thesis? 
My thesis focuses on unemployment insurance systems 
and the risk of in-work poverty in Europe. I studied how 
current unemployment insurance systems perform in 
Europe in terms of protecting workers in the event of job 
loss, then I studied a common unemployment insurance 
reform project in Europe, to see what this would imply in 
terms of the risk of poverty, inequalities, but also the 
supply of labour of households. Another part of my thesis 
focuses on workers on temporary and very short contracts 
and their risk of poverty from a dynamic perspective.  

What were your main results ? Any surprises? 
My first chapter, I show that current unemployment 
insurance systems are very heterogeneous in terms of 
effective accessibility and income maintenance for 
workers on temporary or part-time contracts. Using 
microsimulation, I showed that a common European 
unemployment insurance, as proposed by some 
researchers, would allow access to at least 70% of people 
who lose their jobs in all countries, which was much lower 
before. In my second chapter, I simulate several 
unemployment insurance reforms and show that the 
effects in terms of poverty, inequality and labour supply 
differ greatly according to the characteristics of this 
unemployment insurance. 

An unemployment insurance scheme inspired by the 
Beveridgian system would greatly reduce inequalities but 
would involve significant reactions in terms of labour 
supply. Finally, I show that a common unemployment 
insurance system with a common replacement rate, 
articulated by a floor and ceiling amount, would make it 
possible to significantly reduce poverty and inequality 
without distorting the labour market. 
In my third chapter, I show that the risk of entering and 
remaining in poverty is particularly high for temporary 
agency workers and workers on fixed-term contracts of 
less than one year. My results show that depending on 
the situation of the household, benefiting from a 
temporary contract has a different impact on the risk of 
poverty. Single people, especially women, face a 
significantly higher risk of poverty when on temporary 
contracts. On the other hand, this type of contract does 
not seem to have an impact on the dynamics of poverty 
among people in couples. 

How does one succeed in a PhD? Any advice? 
The first advice I would suggest is to avoid comparing 
yourself to other PhD students. Especially during the first 
year of the thesis, it is possible to feel that our colleagues 
progress faster, but the writing of a thesis is not a linear 
process and varies greatly depending on the individuals 
and the project in question. My second piece of advice, 
related to the first, would be not to perceive yourself as 
competing with your doctoral colleagues, but rather to 
build relationships and take advantage of their support. 
I had a great time with my colleagues, and I think it’s 
important to enjoy these pleasant moments together 
(for example, by going to sing karaoke at the Bar’atteint 
with colleagues!). Finally, my last advice would be not to 
hesitate to contact people working in your field to seek 
their advice, or even start collaborations. I believe it is 
essential not to remain isolated, because research is a 
collective activity and it will always be beneficial for you 
to exchange with other people who work in your field. 

Contact: agathesimon@unistra.fr 

Portrait of a PhD 

Agathe SIMON 
 

mailto:agathesimon@unistra.fr
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/447/simon_agathe/
http://ed.ecogestion-cournot.unistra.fr/
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October 2022 to March 2023 

 

October 11, 2022 
 Omar EL MOUSSAWEL 

Under the supervision of Sihem Dekhili 
“The Ecological Image of the Country of Origin: Dimensions of the Built Environment and 
their Impact on the Probability of Purchase of Ecological Products by Consumers” 

November 8, 2022 
 Jude Onyekachi OZOR 

Under the supervision of Patrick Ronde 
“Innovation Ecosystem: Orchestration of Complex Relationships and Impact on the 
Adaptive Capacity of Companies” 

December 5, 2022 
 Sarah VAN DRIESSCHE 

Under the supervision of Julien Jacob and Eve-Angéline Lambert 
“Prevention of Environmental Risks: An Experimental Approach” 

December 6, 2022 
 Arnaud WOLFF 

Under the supervision of Gisèle Umbhauer and Thi Kim Cuong Pham 
“Social Incentives and the Strategic Nature of Beliefs and Preferences” 

December 12, 2022 
 Agathe SIMON 

Under the supervision of Amélie Barbier-Gauchard and Mathieu Lefebvre 
“Essays on Unemployment Benefits Systems and Poverty in EUROPE” 

January 27, 2023 
 Isabelle TERRAZ 

Habilitation à diriger des recherches 
Under the supervision of Bertrand Koebel 
“What Impact of Labor Market Institutions?” 

February 10, 2023 
 Stefano BIANCHINI 

Habilitation à diriger des recherches 
Under the supervision of Julien Pénin 
“Digital Technologies for the Most Important Challenges Facing Humanity” 

February 22, 2023 

 Laurence Frank 
Habilitation à diriger des recherches 
Under the supervision of Véronique Schaeffer 
“The Prism of Organizational Capabilities. Capacities, Complexities and Creation of 
Societal Value” 

February 28, 2023 
 Anta NDOYE 

Under the supervision of Bertrand Koebel 
“4 Essays in Applied Economics: The EU Emissions Trading System, Financial Inclusion and 
Gender Inequalities”  

March 2, 2023 
 Paul LABIC 

Under the supervision of Thierry Burger-Helmchen and André Schmitt 
“Anticipation and Prevention of Corruption: Between Moral Philosophy and Economic 
Models” 

  

PhD and HDR defenses 
 

https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/555/el-moussawel_omar/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/290/ozor_jude-onyekachi/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/448/van-driessche_sarah/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/325/wolff_arnaud/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/447/simon_agathe/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/89/terraz_isabelle/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/114/bianchini_stefano/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/375/frank_laurence/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/380/ndoye_anta/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/370/labic_paul/
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Research project InnovLocal, 2022-2023  
“How to Reconcile the Technical, Socio-economic and Environmental Imperatives of an Innovation Project in the 
Design of Materials within an Urban Ecosystem? ” 
 

Project leader: Sophie Bollinger, Associate Professor in Economics, BETA, University of Strasbourg 
People involved: Laure Biniek, researcher, Charles Sadron Institut, CNRS, and Marion Roullet, European project 
manager, CNRS 
 

Objective: In a joint context of climate and biodiversity crises, the project aims to study from a technical but also socio-
economic point of view the development of alternative materials and respect for people and 
the environment for the whole of their life cycle. It is an interdisciplinary project involving the 
Charles Sardon Institute, the BETA laboratory, and the Atelier Circul’R. The project is funded by 
the Environment and Sustainability Research Federation FERED. 
 

See more 
 

 
Post-doc research contract, ITI MAKErS, 2022-2023  
“European Challenges in an Evolutionary Perspective” 
 

Project leader: Andrea Borsato, post-doctoral fellow, BETA, University of Strasbourg 
 

Objective: The project “European Challenges in an Evolutionary Perspective” aims to provide a theoretical understanding 
of the links between public policies and technological and structural changes in 
economies. It analyses the role of national and supranational institutions, preferably 
countries united by a monetary union, with regard to science policy and the plausible 
trade-off that might arise between mission-oriented policies and generic and basic 
research. 
 
Project IDEX Attractivity, 2023-2025 
“The Mediation Role of Entrepreneurial Support Structures within Student Entrepreneurial Ecosystems” 
 

Project leader: Pauline Brunner, Associate Professor in Innovation Management, BETA, University of Strasbourg 
People involved: Benjamin Astier (LARSH), Researcher, Polytechnic University, Hauts-de-France  
Karl Joachim Breunig, researcher at Oslo Business School (OSLOMET) 
 

Objective: This research project aims to highlight the strategies, or conversely the informational bricolage, developed 
by student-entrepreneurs enrolled in an entrepreneurial support structure. More specifically, 
this project investigates the informational issue of student-entrepreneurs, the underlying 
behaviours, and the influence of the national context of the entrepreneurial ecosystem. It aims 
to enrich the still-emerging work on student entrepreneurial ecosystems. Moreover, it aims to 
highlight new empirical light on these issues in the French and international context in order 
to achieve managerial efficiency implications for the entrepreneurs, the entrepreneurial 
training and support structures, and the innovation policies. 

 
Project IDEX Attractivity, 2023-2025 
“The Role of Universities in the Emergence of Social Innovation Ecosystems” 
 

Project leader: Véronique Schaeffer, Professor of Management, BETA, Unistra 
 

Objective: The literature on innovation ecosystems provides abundant characterization of the  
contexts favorable to the emergence of technological innovation, but social innovation 
ecosystems are still very little studied. This project investigates the institutional arrangements 
and new types of innovation intermediaries, such as living social innovation labs or social 
innovation transfer centres, which universities can rely on to engage in open innovation 
processes that foster the building of social innovation ecosystems. 
 
European project FALCON  
“HORIZON-CL3-2022-FCT-01-05 Effective Fight against Corruption” 
Project leaders: Paul Labic, Doctor in Management Science, and Pierre Memheld, Phd, BETA, University of Strasbourg 
 

Objective: With a budget of €5 million, of which €175k for BETA, FALCON is a consortium of 24 European partners in 14 
countries, including 9 data technology laboratories, 7 SHS laboratories, 6 anti-corruption forces, 2 training and expertise 
centers. FALCON is mandated to develop intelligence tools based on individual and composite corruption indicators 

targeted at: risk assessment, decision-making, and a better enforcement of anti-corruption 
laws. FALCON explores four corruption domains: corruption at the borders, sanctions evasion, 
procurement fraud, and conflicts of interest of politically exposed persons (PEP). The FALCON 
tools and their performance indicators will be deployed according to an iterative process which 
allows for adaptations depending on operational feedback (relevance and efficiency).  

New projects 
 
 

https://fered.unistra.fr/
https://savoirs.unistra.fr/innovation/linterdisciplinarite-comme-moteur-de-la-transition-energetique
https://savoirs.unistra.fr/innovation/linterdisciplinarite-comme-moteur-de-la-transition-energetique
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Home
Michel Chletsos 
Professor at Piraeus University, Greece 
Invited by Amélie Barbier Gauchard, Quitterie Roquebert, and Moïse Sidiropoulos

Glenn Dutcher 
Professor at Ohio University, USA 
Invited by Yannick Gabuthy 

Tim Friehe 
Professor at Marburg University, Germany 
Invited by Yannick Gabuthy 

John R. Hammann 
Professor at Florida State University, USA 
Invited by Jérôme Hergueux and Yannick Gabuthy 

Markus Hermann 
Professor at Laval University 
Invited by the Renel Chair 

Frank Jensen  
Professor at Copenhagen University 
Invited by BETA Nancy 

Ayal Kimhi 
Professor at Jerusalem Hebrew University, Israel 
Invited by BETA Strasbourg

Panagiotis Llargovas 
Professor at Peloponnese University, Greece 
Invited as an ITI MAKErS fellowship 

Theophilos Papadimitriou 
Professor at Thrace Democrotius University, Greece 
Invited by Amélie Barbier-Gauchard and Moïse Sidiropoulos 

Ulla Saari 
Senior Lecturer at Tampere University, Finland 
Invited by Marion Neukam 

Abroad
Eva Jacob, Invited PhD (funded by a MOBIL'ITI MAKErS grant) 
Mobility (September to December 2022) 
Deutsche Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung (DIW), Berlin 

Anne-Gaëlle Maltese, Invited PhD 
Graduate School of Management, University of Kyoto, Japan (4–18 January 2023) 
ETH Zürich, Suisse (January to May 2023) 

International exchanges 

https://www.unipi.gr/unipi/en/mchletsos.html
https://www.unipi.gr/unipi/en/mchletsos.html
https://sites.google.com/site/glenndutcher
https://www.uni-marburg.de/en/fb02/research-groups/economics/fiwi/team/prof-dr-tim-friehe
https://myweb.fsu.edu/jhamman/index.html
https://www.fss.ulaval.ca/notre-faculte/repertoire-du-personnel/markus-herrmann
https://ifro.ku.dk/english/staff/?pure=en/persons/325897
https://economics.agri.huji.ac.il/ayalkimhi
https://pedis.uop.gr/?teaching=panagiotis-liargovas
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=2otIlX4AAAAJ&hl=en
https://ju.se/center/mmtc/people/affiliated/2021-08-12-ulla-saari.html
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/513/jacob_eva/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/100/maltese_anne-gaelle/
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“International trade and economic 
relations between the Middle East 
and Europe” 
 
Interview by Laurence Frank 
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“Territorial Issues” 

 
Interview by André de Palma 
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“What is marketing missing to 
become sustainable?” 

 
Chronique by Sihem Dekhili 
Harvard Business Review 
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coexist without worry?” 
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Interview by Alexandre Mayol 
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France info Ja

nu
ar

y 
11

, 2
02

3 “Gender biases in research project 
funding choices” 
 
 
Interview by Stefano Bianchini 
Savoir(s) 
 

“For a revival of teaching 
management sciences”  
 
Article by Sophie Bollinger 
Blog Alternatives Economiques N

ov
em

be
r 6

, 2
02

2 

“Pension reform: Raphaël Didier, 
economist, gives us his point of 
view” 
 
Interview by Raphaël Didier 
Mosaïk Cristal 
 

Ja
nu

ar
y 

19
, 2

02
3 “Sales: what happens to unsold 

clothes?” 
 

 
Article by Sihem Dekhili 
Reporterre Ja

nu
ar

y 
11

, 2
02

3 

https://podcasts.apple.com/fr/podcast/sommes-nous-les-pantins-des-march%C3%A9s-boursiers/id1295839054?i=1000582105412
https://theconversation.com/la-coupe-du-monde-une-simple-etape-de-lambitieux-plan-de-developpement-du-qatar-192794
https://factuel.afp.com/doc.afp.com.32NG8KV
https://beta-economics.fr/le-mot-inflation-decortique/
https://newfirmgeneration.mazars.fr/article/NFG-decrypte/Quelles-sont-les-preoccupations-environnementales-de-la-jeune-generation
https://www.asahi.com/articles/ASQCY6W0MQCYUHBI00R.html
https://savoirs.unistra.fr/societe/ameliorer-les-interactions-entreprises-universites
https://www.radiofrance.fr/franceculture/podcasts/les-enjeux-territoriaux/passe-navigo-qui-doit-payer-2805563
https://www.hbrfrance.fr/chroniques-experts/2022/12/52179-que-manque-t-il-au-marketing-pour-devenir-durable/
https://factuel.afp.com/doc.afp.com.334X7TN
https://www.tf1info.fr/conso/video-inflation-electricite-pourquoi-le-prix-de-l-eau-va-lui-aussi-augmenter-2243746.html
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/economie/inflation/prix-de-l-eau-la-conjoncture-est-favorable-a-un-cocktail-explosif-pour-faire-augmenter-la-facture-explique-un-specialiste_5578539.html
https://savoirs.unistra.fr/societe/des-biais-de-genre-dans-les-choix-de-financement-des-projets-de-recherche
https://blogs.alternatives-economiques.fr/reseauinnovation/2022/11/06/pour-un-renouveau-de-l-enseignement-des-sciences-de-gestion
https://www.mosaik-cristal.tv/reforme-des-retraites-raphael-didier-economiste-nous-donne-son-point-de-vue
https://reporterre.net/Soldes-qu-arrivera-t-il-aux-vetements-invendus
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“In the event of a shock, how does 
the labor market adjust in the 
European Union?” 
 
Article by Pierre Lesuisse 
The Conversation 
 

Ja
nu

ar
y 

31
, 2

02
3 

Fe
br

ua
ry

 7
, 2

02
3 “Maths, reading: is the level of 

students really dropping?” 
 
Interview by Nadir Altinok 

Claude Diebolt 
The Conversation 

“The ECB continues its monetary 
tightening…” 
 
 
Article by Valérie Lelièvre 
The Conversation Fe

br
ua

ry
 7

, 2
02

3 
“Companies that focus on altruistic 
profits are on the wrong track…” 
 
 
Article by Sihem Dekhili 
Strip Food Fe

br
ua

ry
 1

3,
 2

02
3 

“Jamel Saadaoui quoted in The 
Economist” 

 
Recent research by Jamel Saadaoui 
The Economist Fe

br
ua

ry
 2

3,
 2

02
3 

Medias 

 

Training through “Positive 
Marketing Lighting Workshops” 
 

 
Video by Sihem Dekhili 
Fnege Médias Fe

br
ua

ry
 1

, 2
02

3 

“We gain in creativity” 
 
 
Interview by Alexandre Mayol 
Républicain Lorrain 
 

Fe
br

ua
ry

 1
8,

 2
02

3 

Fe
br

ua
ry

 1
5,

 2
02

3 

“Perspectives on pension reform” 
 
 
Article by Thierry Burger-Helmchen 

Francesco De Palma 
Savoir(s) 

BETA in the media 

 
 

“Wood sector: The industry that 
spoils the forest?” 
 
 

Podcast by Philippe Delacote 
France Culture 
 

M
ar

ch
 3

, 2
02

3 
M

ar
ch

 1
6,

 2
02

3 “Symposium-debate at the Regional 
Council: Intervention by Jamel 
Saadaoui” 
 
Intervention by Jamel Saadaoui 
Conseil Régional 

“Financial Crises” 
 
Interventions by Yamina Tadjeddine 
Le Parisien, L’Est Républicain, France 
Info, France 24, Marianne, Radio 
Vatican, Yahoo Finance 

 

M
ar

ch
 1

1–
24

 2
02

3 

“The other side of words”: 
Cliometrics 
 
 
Article by Claude Diebolt 
The Conversation M

ar
ch

 5
, 2

02
3 

“How droughts affect deforestation” 
 
 
Article by Philippe Delacote 

Giulia Vaglieti 
The Conversation M

ar
ch

 1
4,

 2
02

3 

“IRES round table: Free trade 
agreements: What are the 
challenges for the European Union?” 
 
Intervention by Jamel Saadaoui 
CFE-CGC Ap

ril
 5

, 2
02

3 

“Government water plan” 
 
Interventions by Alexandre Mayol 
Europe 1, Futura Science, 
France Culture, Midi Libre 
20 minutes, L’union M

ar
ch

 3
1,

 2
02

3 

“In spelling, the level is dropping: 
Should we really worry about it?” 
 
Interview by Nadir Altinok and 

Claude Diebolt 
The Conversation Ap

ril
 5

, 2
02

3 

https://theconversation.com/en-cas-de-choc-comment-le-marche-du-travail-sajuste-t-il-dans-lunion-europeenne-198496?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=bylinetwitterbutton
https://theconversation.com/maths-lecture-le-niveau-des-eleves-baisse-t-il-vraiment-198432?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=bylinetwitterbutton
https://theconversation.com/la-bce-poursuit-son-resserrement-monetaire-mais-doit-composer-avec-de-fortes-incertitudes-199332
https://www.stripfood.fr/sihem-dekhili-professeure-en-marketing-durable-les-entreprises-qui-mettent-le-focus-sur-les-benefices-altruistes-font-fausse-route-car-elles-ne-touchent-quune-niche/
https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2023/02/23/big-asian-economies-take-on-the-forces-of-international-capital-and-win
https://fnege-medias.fr/fnege-video/se-former-par-les-ateliers-declairage-marketing-positif/
https://www.republicain-lorrain.fr/education/2023/02/18/alexandre-mayol-economiste-nous-gagnons-en-nombre-d-etudiants-et-en-creativite
https://savoirs.unistra.fr/societe/regards-croises-sur-la-reforme-des-retraites
https://www.radiofrance.fr/franceculture/podcasts/entendez-vous-l-eco/exploitation-des-forets-des-enjeux-economiques-et-ecologiques-3383406
https://beta-economics.fr/colloque-debat-au-conseil-regional-intervention-de-jamel-saadaoui/
https://beta-economics.fr/crises-bancaires-et-financieres-interventions-de-yamina-tadjeddine-fourneyron/
https://theconversation.com/lenvers-des-mots-cliometrie-199445
https://beta-economics.fr/comment-les-secheresses-influent-sur-la-deforestation/
https://cfecgc.org/temps-forts/les-accords-de-libre-echange-quels-sont-les-enjeux-pour-lue
https://beta-economics.fr/plan-eau-du-gouvernement-intervention-de-alexandre-mayol/
https://theconversation.com/en-orthographe-le-niveau-baisse-faut-il-vraiment-sen-inquieter-202014
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October 2022 to March2023 

Conferences organized at/by BETA 

 

 

Important events 

Strasbourg 
October 

13–14, 2022 

50th Anniversary BETA-ISI 
Workshop 

Main organizer: 
Emmanuel Muller 

Konstanz 
October 

11–12, 2022 

Doctoral Workshop on Quantitative 
Dynamic Economics 

Main organizers: 
Rodolphe Dos Santos Ferreira 
Samuel Ligonnière 
 

13th Autumn School in Management 
of Creativity 

Main organizers: 
Patrick Llerena 
Anne-Gaëlle Maltese 
 

Strasbourg 
November 
14, 2022 

Conference “Patents, Innovation 
and Development” Pr Bronwyn Hall 

Main organizer: 
BETA 

On line 
March 
9, 2023 

Workshop: Influencers, what role in 
the orientation towards... 

Main organizer: 
Sihem Dekhili 

Strasbourg 
December 

9, 2022 

Conference: The challenges of 
ecological and climate transition... 

Main organizers: 
Julien Pénin 
Sandrine Wolff 
 

Strasbourg 
December 
8 9, 2022 

Workshop, gender and sexuality in 
the game... 

Main organizers: 
Thierry Burger-Helmchen 
Kim-Marlène Le 

Paris Dauphine 
February 
3, 2023 

4th Marketing and Sustainable 
Development Day 

Main organizer: 
Sihem Dekhili 
 

Strasbourg & Nancy 
March 

9 and 14, 2023 

BETA open house 

Welcome and presentation of BETA 

Strasbourg 
March 

23 24, 2023 

6th BETA Workshop of Science and 
Innovation 

Main organizers: 
Patrick Llerena 
Stefano Bianchini 
 

Strasbourg 
March 

27 28, 2023 

BETA-SOLEIL Workshop on Socio-
Economic Impact Evaluation of… 

Main organizers: 
Laurent Bach 
Sandrine Wolff 
 

Strasbourg 
March 

30, 2023 

BETA Day, 2023 

https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/50th-anniversary-beta-isi-workshop/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/50th-anniversary-beta-isi-workshop/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/doctoral-workshop-on-quantitative-dynamic-economics/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/doctoral-workshop-on-quantitative-dynamic-economics/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/ecole-automne-management-creativite-2022/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/ecole-automne-management-creativite-2022/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/conference-exceptionnelle-pr-bronwyn-hall-universite-de-berkeley-usa/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/conference-exceptionnelle-pr-bronwyn-hall-universite-de-berkeley-usa/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/atelier-les-influenceurs-quel-role-dans-lorientation-vers-des-comportements-de-consommation-vertueux/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/atelier-les-influenceurs-quel-role-dans-lorientation-vers-des-comportements-de-consommation-vertueux/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/conference-les-defis-de-la-transition-ecologique-et-climatique-regards-croises-en-sciences-sociales/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/conference-les-defis-de-la-transition-ecologique-et-climatique-regards-croises-en-sciences-sociales/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/le-genre-et-la-sexualite-dans-le-jeu-jeux-de-roles-imaginaires-et-possibles/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/le-genre-et-la-sexualite-dans-le-jeu-jeux-de-roles-imaginaires-et-possibles/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/4eme-journee-du-marketing-et-du-developpement-durable/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/4eme-journee-du-marketing-et-du-developpement-durable/
https://beta-economics.fr/jpo-2023-le-beta-recrute/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/6th-beta-workshop-economics-of-science-and-innovation-march-23-24th-2023/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/6th-beta-workshop-economics-of-science-and-innovation-march-23-24th-2023/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/beta-soleil-workshop-on-socio-economic-impact-evaluation-of-research-infrastructures/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/beta-soleil-workshop-on-socio-economic-impact-evaluation-of-research-infrastructures/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/journee-du-beta-2023/
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Public lectures and dissemination 

 
 

M
ar

ch
 2

, 2
02

3 
St

ra
sb

ou
rg

 

Innovation CAPSULE: 5th meeting 
AC:TIONS 
 
“Open Innovation” 

 

Speaker: Julien Pénin 

 

 

N
ov

em
be

r 8
, 2

02
2 

on
lin

e 

Capsule Innovation: 4th meeting 
AC:TIONS 

“How to manage the employer brand 
strategy within an innovative 
organization?” 
 

Speaker: Océane Audren  

 

O
ct

ob
er

 6
, 2

02
2 

St
ra

sb
ou

rg
 

 

Economy evenings 
 
 
“Discovering the economy of the new 
world” 
 
 

Speaker: Catherine Berthillier 

No
ve

m
be

r 1
4,

 2
0,

 2
2 

on
lin

e 
 

Economic evenings 
 
“What role should the Banque de 
France play in the current economic 
situation and in the face of inflation” 
 

Speaker: Denis Beau 

 

 

N
ov

em
be

r 9
, 2

02
2 

St
ra

sb
ou

rg
 

Council of Europe Wednesdays 
 

“Digital transformation and 
sustainable development” 

Speaker: Stefano Bianchini O
ct

ob
er

 1
1,

 2
02

2 
Pa

ris
 

 

Canal-u.tv Conference  

 
Project “Research Data Surveys” 
 
 
Speakers: Nicolas Jalabert 

Sandrine Wolff 

Fe
br

ua
ry

 6
, 2

02
3 

 
N

an
cy

 

BETA Conference 

“Reducing greenhouse gas emissions: 
Main lessons from the IPCC Group III 
report” 
 

Speaker: Franck Lecoq 

 

 

Fe
br

ua
ry

 9
, 2

02
3 

St
ra

sb
ou

rg
  

Economic evenings 
“What strategic autonomy of the 
European Union in the face of Sino-
American rivalries?” 
 

Speakers: Jean-Christophe Defraigne 
Patricia Nouveau 

 

https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/4e-rendez-vous-actions-capsule-innovation-linnovation-ouverte/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/4e-rendez-vous-actions-capsule-innovation-linnovation-ouverte/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/4e-rendez-vous-actions-capsule-innovation-comment-gerer-la-strategie-marque-employeur-au-sein-dune-organisation-innovante/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/4e-rendez-vous-actions-capsule-innovation-comment-gerer-la-strategie-marque-employeur-au-sein-dune-organisation-innovante/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/les-soirees-de-leconomie-4/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/les-soirees-de-leconomie-quel-role-doit-jouer-la-banque-de-france-dans-la-conjoncture-actuelle-et-face-a-linflation/
https://beta-economics.fr/mercredis-du-conseil-de-leurope-transformation-numerique-et-developpement-durable/
https://www.canal-u.tv/chaines/callisto/journee-gis-reseau-urfist-40-ans-16-juin-2022/projet-enquetes-donnees-de-la
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/grande-conference-de-franck-lecocq/
https://beta-economics.fr/evenements/les-soirees-de-leconomie-5/
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Arrivals, promotions, and delegations 

 

Researchers 

Raphaël Cardot-Martin 
Temporary research and teaching assistant 
University of Lorraine, Nancy 
Research domains: Monetary policy – Macroprudential policy – Banking regulation 
Assietou Dia 
Temporary research and teaching assistant 
University of Lorraine, Nancy 
Valérie Lelievre 
Associate Professor in Economics 
University of Lorraine, Nancy 
Research domains: Financial crises – Monetary policies – Banks – Fintech 
Paul Muller 
Professeur in Management 
University of Lorraine, Nancy 
Research domains: Territorial governance – Economics and management of networks – Economics and management of 
creativity and innovation 
Karine Revet 
Associate Professor in Economics 
University of Lorraine, Nancy 
Research domains: Scientific collaboration – Knowledge creation – Social networks – Innovation 

Engineers, Technicians, and Administrative 

Antony Yohann 
Support for communication management 
University of Lorraine, Nancy 

PhD and post-doctoral fellows 

Abdelkarim Azami Idrissi 
“Environmental protection: The role of information disclosure and whistleblowers” 
Under the supervision of Eve-Angeline Lambert and Sébastien Massoni 
Agbessi Augustin Doto 
“Digital transformation and economic development” 
Under the supervision of Blaise Gnimassoun and Mawuli Kodjovi Couchoro 
Julie Galet 
“Building a green supply chain for a multi-site SME: The case of beverage distributors for Cafés-Hotels-Restaurants” 
Under the supervision of Sébastien Liarte  
Rémi Girard 
“Natural resources, public policies and energy transition” 
Under the supervision of David Desmarcheliers and Luc Désiré Omgba 
Noame Khaldi 
“Capitalisms and cross-border migrations: A socio-economic analysis of the migration of French workers to 
Luxembourg over time” 
Under the supervision of Yamina Tadjeddine-Fourneyron and Vincent Fromentin 
Julian Laynat 
“Characterization of bad debt and modeling of the effects of financial education on bad debt exit trajectories” 
Under the supervision of Yamina Tadjeddine-Fourneyron 
Paul Antoine Vuillemin 
“Legal certainty and intellectual property” 
Under the supervision of Thierry Lambert and Amélie Favreau 
Daniel Zarama 
“The hazards of psychology in economics: A virtue epistemology perspective” 
Under the supervision of Samuel Ferey 

  

BETA News 
 

 Campus Baron Louis, Nancy 

 

https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/578/cardot-martin_raphael/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/582/dia_assietou/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/585/lelievre_valerie/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/251/muller_paul/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/587/revet_karine/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/591/anthony_yohann/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/512/azami-idrissi_abdelkarim/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/584/doto_agbessi-augustin/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/598/galet_julie/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/576/girard_remi/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/573/khaldi_noame/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/590/laynat_julian/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/574/vuillemin_paul-antoine/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/575/zarama_daniel/
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Arrivals, promotions, delegations 

Researchers 

Jérémy Pepy 
Temporary research and teaching assistant  
AgroParisTech, Nancy 
Research domains: Microeconomics of Banking – Financial Macroeconomics 
Engineers, Technicians, and Administrative 

Daffa Syauqilla Musandi 
Study Engineer INRAE 
AgroParisTech, Nancy 
Moucharaph Oke 
Support for the valorization of the OLEF platform’s data AgroParisTech, Nancy 

PhD and post-doctoral fellows

Fanny Claise 
Post-doctoral student INRAE 
AgroParisTech, Nancy 
Research Domains: Behavioral Economics – Environmental Economics – Experimental Economic 
Edith Kouakou 
“Risk, Insurance and Carbon: An application to agriculture” 
Under the supervision of Marielle Brunette 

Researchers

Amélie Barbier-Gauchard 
Professor in Economics  
University of Strasbourg 
Research domains: Macroeconomics – Fiscal Policy – Public Finance – European Integration – Fiscal Federalism – 
Budgetary Discipline 
Marco Compagnoni 
Researcher (contract) 
University of Strasbourg 
Théotime Kuhn 
Researcher (contract) 
University of Strasbourg 

PhD and post-doctoral fellows

Baptiste Le Masle 
“Green entrepreneurship in Italy” 
Under the supervision of Stefano Bianchini and Alessandra Colombelli 
Pierre Memheld 
“AI-based information analysis: Definition and implementation conditions in organizations” 
Under the supervision of Éric Schenk 
Thi Huong Nhai Nguyen 
“Subjective well-being and individual behavior: A multi-level analysis with workers in Vietnam” 
Under the supervision of Anne Stenger-Letheux 

Publication director: Véronique Schaeffer 
Layout and graphics: Danièle Ludwig 
BETA com team – beta-com@unistra.fr 

BETA News 

Campus Strasbourg

https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/577/pepy_jeremy/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/594/musandi_daffa-syauqilla/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/580/oke_moucharaph/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/589/claise_fanny/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/579/kouakou_edith/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/11/barbier-gauchard_amelie/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/597/compagnoni_marco/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/596/kuhn_theotime/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/596/kuhn_theotime/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/592/le-masle_baptiste/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/583/memheld_pierre/
https://beta-economics.fr/annuaire/593/nguyen_thi-huong-nhai/
mailto:beta-com@unistra.fr



